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Today marks the end of July and there is plenty to be thankful for. It’s the end of
NaBloPoMo, which I just couldn’t keep up with. Maybe if I’d just cut and pasted
some thoughts on the page every day, but that would have been disingenuous.
Tomorrow is my 36th birthday, which means I’ll probably grow up and write
“appropriate” comment and hollow, cliched sentiment. Until then, however, here
are some things that I’ll do at 36 that didn’t get done this past year.

1. Grow a ZZ Top, Billy Gibbons beard. It says I’m old, I’m gnarly and that I
embraced my feminine side. And then I ate it.

2. I’ll stop believing, because (frankly) Journey can suck it.

3. I’ll never make another list in which the first two references are old, lame 80′s bands.

4. This is the year I’ll learn the piano. I’ll learn to stack books on it, prop things against it and one
day play chopsticks on it.

5. Business opportunities will abound. For instance, those MSNBC hidden camera shows
always feature good businesses. Sure, most of the unwitting subjects end up in jail, but you
should see the cash that comes out of their mansions.

6. Tattoo. I’ll finally get my wedding band inked, because I accidentally threw out my real one.
Three years ago.

7. I’ll finally stop telling my child that the Lord intended Sunday for football. She knows the truth by
now anyway.

8. No more Beavis and Butthead impressions. 16 years of them has been enough.
Huhhuhhuhhuh.

9. My F-bomb usage will decrease. Right. In one year? Not likely.

10. I’ll go outside and retrieve the dog before the neighbors call to complain.

Some lofty goals, but I’ve got 364 days. I’m working on the beard now.
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